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INTRODUCTION:….. Training and training initiatives have been the focus
of the Training and Organizational Development Committee (TOD) since
1999. In the past the TOD committee has focused on skills training primarily
aimed at specific areas of actual or perceived concern.
At several TOD committee meetings the participants felt that the main thrust
of the committee should be “Back to Basics”. This is a widely
misunderstood and misinterpreted term. It was felt that although much had
been accomplished in training development the fundamental issue of
leadership had not been addressed. From a TOD perspective back to basics
implies that previously developed training opportunities were untimely and
in some cases inadequate in that the participants did not have a basis upon
which to fully appreciate the training being offered. In short the TOD
committee did not provide back to basics training.
In many cases Legion issues, regardless of the level, may be attributed to
personality conflicts, poor judgement and poor management,
misunderstanding and other problems. The TOD committee believes that
basic cause for these aliments is lack of leadership. In fact at this point the
TOD committee has not provided leadership training
With a view to developing a true back to basics approach to a training
seminar “soft skills” training has been developed. This soft skill training is
aimed at addressing a concept which must be vibrant and effective for any
organization to succeed. This concept is “LEADERSHIP”.
At the TOD meeting held on Sept. 26/08 the committee spent a long and
grueling day debating and developing leadership training fundamentals.
Each of these skills, if applied properly, can make up an effective and
dynamic leader;
As with all training there must be a basis upon which to develop a target
audience. The Ontario Command by-laws, page 34 Article III sec. (301, 302)
describe the Branch Officers as the following;
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301….. “The officers shall consist of President, Past President, three (3)
Vice Presidents, Secretary and Treasurer or (Secretary – Treasurer)”
302…..”The Executive Committee shall consist of all unpaid officers and
not more than six (6) Executive members, together with such other voting
members as may be appointed in accordance with the section noted
hereunder”. (303)
In developing this training opportunity the TOD committee agreed that the
primary target audience of the seminar would be the Branch Officers as
described in Ontario Command by-laws Article III Sec. 301.
In targeting this specific group the premise is that the leadership skills
gained will serve the Branch to better run their affairs as well as provide
potential leaders for other levels of Legion.
All Legion members and specifically those taking advantage of this training
must understand that this training is the start of a learning opportunity that
will set the base for good solid leadership within the Royal Canadian
Legion.
To further investigate leadership as a fundamental part of success for the
Branch officer the following breakdown will help to define leadership
qualities;
a…..roles
b…..responsibilities
c…..required resources
d…..roadblocks
e…..association i.e. Zone and District
Roles as seen as basic in Branch officers can be as follows;
a…..governance of the Branch
b…..interaction with other Branch officers
c…..leadership positions within the Branch
d…. the development of self and others
e…..motivation (self and others)
f…..representation (public interaction with Branch and Legion)
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g…..deportment at Branch meetings

Responsibilities as seen as basic in Branch officers can be as follows;
a…..to the Branch (legion as an entity)
b…..to Branch members
c…..to other Branch officers
d…..to the specific committee chair they may hold
e…..to the Branch president
f…..to Branch meeting attendees
g…..to the public
h…..to themselves
i…..to the Branch member
j…..to Legion by-laws
Required resources to enable Branch officers can be as follows;
a…..Legion knowledge
b…..Branch knowledge and understanding
c…..Legion protocol; i.e. etiquette, ritual, history/roots, core focus
d…..Branch protocol; i.e. etiquette, ritual, history/roots, core focus
e…..training; i.e. topic specific, Legion fundamentals, Branch fundamentals,
speaking (in front of others, at Branch meetings, asking and answering
questions, discretion (when to speak and when not to speak), asking
questions (when, how, why, where)
Roadblocks which may hamper the Branch officer can be as follows;
a…..personal beliefs
b…..personal aspirations
c…..personal adaptability
d…..personality conflict
e…..misunderstood initiatives
f…..Branch dynamics
g…..Legion dynamics
h…..perception (perception can become reality)
i…..personal limitations
j…..Branch limitations
k…..inter Branch relationships
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l…..willingness to learn and take part
m…..CHANGE
Association with Zone and District which will affect the Branch officer;
Zone
a…..Zone structure
b…..Zone dynamics
c.....reporting to Zone
d.....attending Zone functions
e…..administration vs. functional
f…..interaction with Zone chairman
District
a…..District structure
b…..District dynamics
c…..attending District functions
d…..administration vs. functional
At this point it is essential that a breakdown of the roles, responsibilities,
required resources, roadblocks and association be communicated and
discussed.
ROLES
GOVERNANCE OF THE BRANCH
The primary function of the Branch elected officers is governance of the
Branch.
Governance is defined as;
“to control or influence; to regulate or restrain” or “a system of
administration, its personnel and agencies”
Simply put the Branch or the “grass roots” of the organization must be
successful.
IF BRANCHES FAIL LEGION WILL FAIL.
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Interaction with other Branch officers
Having understood the above; one of the facets integral to governance then
becomes the interaction between those involved in any undertaking. The
interaction most important at Branch level lies between the Branch Elected
Officers and the Executive committee members. This interaction can be
broken down as follows;
a…..sharing the same vision
b…..sharing knowledge
c…..functioning as a group (not who is right, but what is right)
d…..providing a common direction for the Branch
e…..sensitivity towards other Branch officers, executive and members
f…..respect for others, their opinions and thought
as well as respect for oneself
g…..a common commitment to the task at hand
Indeed these points are important to all facets of Legion life and can be
applied to all initiatives any Branch undertakes.

LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE BRANCH
All Branches deal with their own operating style and dynamics. Style and
dynamics are almost always dependent on the people involved in Branch
affairs. It is understood that there are also outside influences that can dictate
a Branches direction. i.e. community involvement, other service
organizations, volunteer base and others.
Included in all leadership training initiatives are the following key skills;
1…..delegation
2…..motivation
3…..listening
4…..constructive criticism – giving and receiving
5…..communication
6…..mediation
7…..sensitivity
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8…..adaptability
9…..integrity
10…respect
Points that can define leadership within the Branch are as follows;
a…..communicate
b…..set the example
c…..share information
d…..impart trust
e…..provide feedback
f…..listen (hearing)
g…..mediate
h…..instill and encourage
i…..”ethos” (what can I/we do for the Branch)
j…..empower
k…..develop
l…..encourage participation
m…..delegate, delegate, delegate
n…..recognize achievement
o…..criticize constructively
These lists may not be exhaustive. There are many traits involved in the
leadership concept. However; the above behaviors are fundamental to any
leadership role.

All participants must understand is that leadership and all
the facets that make up leadership are soft skills that can
be taught and learned.

ASSIST IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF AND OTHERS
“no man is an island” This quote implies that no one person can be
everything in any organization. Although there have been those who try they
are doomed to failure. Certainly some people stand out as instrumental in
any undertaking, however; inevitably they will either stop working, become
ineffective due to lack of change or just plain fail. The development of self
and others is an assurance that the organization will survive.
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Points that can assist in the development of self and others are as follows;
a…..attend seminars
b…..read pertinent information
c…..interact with other leaders
d…..admit failure and learn from them
e…..be open minded
f…..conduct seminars
g…..seek feedback
h…..offer feedback
i…..delegate
j…..use constructive criticism
k…..share accountability
l…..be trustworthy
m…..show commitment
n…..offer encouragement
o…..encourage participation
MOTIVATION

SELF AND OTHERS

Motivation is arguably the most important leadership tool one can use. As
with all leadership skills motivation can be taught and learned. The proper
motivation can make an otherwise average leader a dynamic one, a “so-so
” event a huge success and a Branch officer a leader.
Points that can assist motivation are as follows;
a…..explain vision
b…..accept criticism
c…..allow people to become a part of the vision
d…..help people through the learning curve
e…..offer encouragement
d…..offer constructive criticism (be able to make the hard decisions)
f…..support valid initiatives
g…..provide positive and negative feedback
h…..recognize abilities and lack of ability
i…..accept individuals
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j…..promote time management
k…..set meaningful and achievable goals
l…..set the example
REPRESENTATON
LEGION

PUBLIC INTERACTION WITH BRANCH AND

To labor under the impression that what ever happens outside of Legion is of
no concern to us is a fundamental error that can spell disaster. Our
organization is still considered by some as a place to drink “cheap beer”. A
more current example may be the public perception of our stance on the
efforts in Afghanistan.
Points that can assist in our interaction with the public are;
a…..publicize our events
b…..blow our own horn; i.e. tomb of the unknown soldier, 2 minute wave of
silence, bilingual publication, pilgrimage of remembrance, year of the
veteran, troop morale fund, support of our troops.
c…..invite the public to Branch functions
d…..be a part of public functions
e…..be seen as a part of the community
f…..ask permission to have the Legion magazine placed in medical waiting
rooms, libraries, schools, business offices
g…..as a Branch determine a strategy to advertise the Branch to the public
DEPORTMENT AT BRANCH MEETINGS
In many cases our Branch meetings can be intimidating to new members and
those who do not understand the workings of the Branch. Many times we
hear that attendance at Branch meetings has declined. The fact remains that
no one will attend any type of function that makes them feel uncomfortable
or even intimidates them.
Points that can make Branch meetings more appealing are as follows;
a…..provide pertinent information
b…..be prepared to answer all questions
c…..set a good example; i.e. Legion dress, listen
d…..expect and show mutual respect
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e…..provide good reports
f…..observe bylaws and rituals
g…..allow participation
h…..provide guidance
i…..provide leadership
j…..maintain the Branch vision
k…..provide control at meetings
l…..do not promote or condone secret meetings
m…..be aware of perception of others
n…..be aware of too many meetings
o…..solicit input
RESPONSIBILITIES
RERSPONSIBILITIES TO THE BRANCH
Responsibilities to the Branch will determine the impact of the Branch on its
members and the public. The Branch as an entity on its own is perceived as
its members and actions are perceived.
Points that show Branch responsibility are as follows;
a….. promote integrity of members and Branch
b…..determine an attainable and relevant direction
c…..ensure timely and correct communication with all members and the
public
d…..provide financial stewardship of the Branch
e…..governance
f…..follow Legion bylaws
g…..determine and act upon community needs
h…..promote the aims and objects of the Legion
RESPONSIBILITY TO LEGION
Branches are the essential part of the larger group. Acceptance of this
statement then defines the Legion as an entity in Canada.
Points to show responsibility to Legion are as follows;
a…..ensure integrity
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b….. create up and down communication
c…..generate involvement
d…..ensure bylaws are followed and changed when necessary
e…..promote aims and objects
f…..provide feedback, constructive criticism and input
g…..understand and support all levels of Legion
RESPONSIBILITIES TO BRANCH MEMBERS
Branch members are obviously the “grist for the mill” in Legion. Every
Legion officer regardless of the rank they attain are first a Branch member.
An informed, active membership will ensure a successful Branch.
Points to follow in dealing with Branch members are as follows;
a…..communicate
b…..lead
c…..promote participation
d…..listen
e…..mediate
f…..educate
g…..delegate
h…..show accountability
i…..show financial leadership
j…..provide a positive example
k…..show respect
RESPONSIBILITIY TO OTHER BRANCHES
Branches that rely on and communicate well with other Branches are
invariably successful.
Points to show responsibility to other Branches are as follows;
a…..respect
b…..two way communication
c…..support
d…..encouragement
e…..constructive criticism
f.....listening
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g.....leading by example
h…..recognition
i…..team work
RESPONSIBILITIES TO SPECIFIC COMMITTEE CHAIRS
The various committee chairs within the Branch provide the basis for how
the Branch operates and is perceived as operating. Good committee
chairman often make good leaders.
Points to show responsibility to specific Branch chairs are as follows;
a…..provide leadership
b…..listen
c…..critique your won performance
d…..provide direction
e…..encourage participation
f.....provise support
g.....respect
h.....motivate
RESPONSIBILITY TO THE BRANCH PRESIDENT
Branch presidents can be the focal point of the Branches successes as well as
the Branches failures. Although the installation ritual states “chief executive
officer” the successful Branch member is above all a leader. He or she is a
part of team all striving for the Branch vision. Every Branch president
requires help from the Branch officers, executive and members.
Points to show responsibility to Branch presidents are as follows;
a…..support
b…..respect
c…..advise
d…..coach
e…..encourage
f…..critique – constructive criticism
g.....listen
h.....communicate
i.....motivate
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RESPONSIBILITIES TO BRANCH MEETING ATTENDEES
Branch meeting attendees are in essence the decision makers of the Branch.
In order for them to make intelligent decisions they must understand the
issues involved in the point they are asked to decide upon.
Points to show responsibilities to Branch meeting attendees are as follows;
a…..communicate
b…..allow participation
c…..lead
d…..motivate
e…..listen
f…..control proceedings
g…..provide a learning experience
h…..allow disagreement
i…..observe rituals and procedures
RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE PUBLIC
The Legion still operates under some misconception. In some circles we are
thought of as a cheap place to buy beer. In others we are a closed
organization open only to those with war time affiliation.
Points to show responsibilities to the public are as follows;
a…..educate
b…..provide information
c…..listen
d…..anticipate/plan for needs of the community
e…..discover potential source of new members
f…..involve others
g…..publicize
RESPONSIBILITIES OF BRANCH OFFICERS TO THEMSLEVES
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Each member who aspires to the position of Branch officers must understand
the responsibilities before him or her. They must also understand their
responsibility to the group as well.

Points to show responsibilities to them selves are as follows;
a…..commitment
b…..constant improvement
c…..promotion of the Branch
d…..mutual support
c…..awareness of events
e…..understanding
f…..confidence
g…..respect
h…..listening
Points to show responsibilities to the group are as follows;
a…..commitment
b…..constant improvement
c…..promotion of the Legion
d…..mutual support
e…..time management
f…..understanding
g…..confidence
h…..respect
i…..listening
RESPONSIBILITY TO THE BRANCH MEMBER
The Branch member is the nucleus of the organization. They are the ultimate
decision makers and make up the majority of any organizations numbers.
Many members do not aspire to senior positions within the organization.
They are content to simply be members.
Points to show responsibility to Branch members are as follows;
a…..involvement
b…..listening
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c…..communication
d…..guidance
e…..respect
f…..leading
g…..feedback
h…..encouragement
i…..recognition
j…..mentorship
k…..soliciting input
l…..running the Branch properly
RESPONSIBILITY TO LEGION BYLAWS
Any organization has rules, terms of reference, guidelines or bylaws to
determine how they will conduct themselves.
Points to show the responsibility to Legion bylaws are as follows;
a…..know them
b…..have current edition of bylaws
c…..follow them
d…..understand
e…..update if required
f…..discuss
g…..influence
h…..make them available
i…..explain and teach them
REQUIRED RESOURCES
LEGION AND BRANCH KNOWLEDGE
An up to date knowledge of Legion knowledge is an obvious prerequisite to
success as a leader. There are those who believe that knowledge can only be
obtained from experience. While experience is certainly a capable teacher
there are other avenues available to the Branch officer to obtain this
knowledge.
Point to show resources required for Legion knowledge are as follows;
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a…..willing to learn
b…..have appropriate manuals
c…..attend Zone and district conventions
d…..attend seminars
e…..understand the “chain of command”
f…..understand protocol
g…..develop use of “soft skills”
BRANCH KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
Each Branch is unique in that it is comprised of different people. This
uniqueness can make the Branch a vibrant part of the organization and the
community or it can be a detriment to itself and the organization.
Points to show the required resources for Branch knowledge and
understanding are as follows;
a…..Branch rules
b…..Branch history
c…..prevalent attitudes within the Branch
d…..past officers
e…..position in the community
f…..daily functions
g…..finances
g…..long and short term goals of the Branch
h…..municipal issues
i…..current Branch officers and executive
j…..know as many Branch members as possible
k…..Branch veterans

LEGION PROTOCOL
Legion protocol can best be described as how we conduct ourselves as
members of Legion. The Branch officer must be aware of Legion protocol,
its application and when Legion protocol is required. Protocol also describes
the treatment of guests within the Branch. The treatment of senior Legion
officers is laid out in protocol manuals. Such things as providing gifts for
visiting senior Legion officers is a Branch decision and not mandated.
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As well as Legion protocol the Branch officer must have an understanding
of etiquette, rituals, history/roots and Legions core focus.

ETIQUETTE
Simply put etiquette is good manners. Each situation will dictate the
etiquette required.
RITUALS
Legion rituals describe who we are as an organization.
Points to show the required resources for Legion rituals are as follows;
a…..observe rituals
b…..use up to date manuals
c…..understand
d…..respect
e…..explain Legion rituals during orientation
HISTORY/ROOTS
History and roots is best described as what took place to get where we are
today. Knowledge of history and roots can help explain many of the
different things we as an organization do. As well it explains many of the
differences in Branch operation.
Points to show the required resources in history and roots of Branches and
Legion are as follows;
a…..knowledge and understanding traditions
b…..Act to Incorporate
c…..heritage
d…..promotion of history and roots
e…..member history
f…..respect
g…..learning from history and roots
h…..teaching and educating members in history and roots
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CORE FOCUS
The core focus of an organization is what its primary goal is. For example a
police forces primary goal is to protect the public.
Points to show resources required in core focus are as follows;
a…..administer Branch
b…..maintain the vision
c…..provide governance
d…..financial stability
e…..maintain Legion and Branch programs
f…..lead
g…..measure success
TRAINING
TOPIC SPECIFIC
There are many facets of Legion based training which will be addressed.
Topic specific training as well as fundamental training in Legion and Branch
is required.
Points to show the training required for and given by the Branch officer are
as follows;
a…..leadership skills
b…..specific skills
c…..listening skills
d…..support
e…..use of resource manuals
f…..mentorship
g…..mediation skills
h…..people skills
i…..goal setting
j…..time management
k…..basic financial skills
LEGION FUNDAMENTALS
Points to show required training in Legion fundamentals are as follows;
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a…..dress
b…..ritual manual
c…..deportment/behavior
d…..conduct meetings
e…..bylaws
f…..chain of command
g…..roles of Zone and District Commanders
BRANCH FUNDAMENTALS
Points to show required training in Branch fundamentals are as follows;
a…..house rules
b…..employment
c…..building maintenance
d…..LCBO/provincial laws/lottery
e…..insurance/taxes
f…..cost management
SPEAKING IN FRONT OF OTHERS
The majority of people have a problem getting up in front of a group and
presenting their thoughts, ideas or concerns. In many instances it is thought
that if a person can speak in front of others he must be the “man” for the job.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Speaking in front of others like
leadership is a skill that can be taught and learned. There will always be shy
people, but with the proper training they can be made much more
comfortable in front of a group.
Points to show required training for speaking in front of others (Branch
meetings) are as follows;
a…..teach technique
b…..toast masters
c…..preparation
d…..practice
e…..instill confidence
Speaking at Branch meetings;
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a…..speak clearly
b…..speak to not down to
c…..address the chair
SPEAKING AT BRANCH MEETINGS
If there is business to be done it must be communicated. Obviously this is
done verbally.
Points to show the training required to speak at Branch meetings are as
follows;
a…..when to speak/when not to speak
b…..how to address the meeting
c…..know your material
d…..be prepared
e…..understand the issues
f…..ask appropriate questions
g…..show respect
ROADBLOCKS
The biggest tool to help remove road blocks is to know they are coming. Not
all roadblocks will be mean spirited in nature. Some will be the result of
miscommunication, misinformation, misunderstanding or simply no
knowledge of the topic. Typically roadblocks are there for a reason.
Knowing the reason provides a huge advantage.
PERSONAL BELIEFS
People hold personal beliefs very dear. Some personal beliefs that affect
Branches can be detrimental to Branch operations.
Points to show issues around personal beliefs are as follows;
a…..prior experiences
b…..heritage
c…..stereo types
d…..gender
e…..refusal to accept authority
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f…..physical disabilities
h…..religion
i…..uncooperative members
j…..unsupportive officers
k…..misinterpretation
l…..laziness
m…..no buy in
n…..power trips
o…..alternate or conflicting vision
p…..personal agenda
q…..dishonesty
r…..lack of understanding
PERSONAL ASPIRATIONS
Every one likes to succeed. In many cases there are those who aspire to
positions that are simply too much for them. Acceptance of this is at best
hard fought.
Points to show issues around personal beliefs are as follows;
a…..unrealistic goals
b…..overriding desire
c…..no acceptance of loss
d…..no commitment to Branch vision
e…..no buy in
f…..untimely aspirations
g…..controlling the moment
PERSONAL ADAPTABILITY
Points to show the issues around personal adaptability are as follows;
a…..lack of adaptability
b…..refusal to adapt
c…..inability to adapt
d…..perception of defeat
e…..personal need to succeed
f…..personality conflict
g…..needs not met
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f…..unwillingness to understand

PERSONALITY CONFLICT
There are cases where there is a personality conflict which can not be
resolved. A basic dislike or mistrust of another individual is so deep rooted
that it is impossible to co-exist. There can be many reasons why this occurs.
It is important to note that these occurrences can be extremely detrimental to
the Branch.
MISUNDERSTOOD INITIATIVES
Points to show issues around misunderstood initiatives are as follows;
a…..intention not fully explained
b…..unachievable
c…..unrealistic
d…..unpopular
e…..intentional misdirection
BRANCH DYNAMICS
Branch dynamics can be an extremely complex issue. Dealing with people,
their personalities, hidden agendas and many other issues can at times be
overwhelming.
Points to show issues around Branch dynamics are as follows;
a…..influential Branch members not buying into plan
b…..jealousy
c…..cliques
d…..influential people in the back ground
e…..physical limitations
f…..personal aspirations
LEGION DYNAMICS
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Rather than human dynamics Legion dynamics deals with the organizational
structure prevalent in Legion.

Points to show issues around Legion dynamics are as follows;
a…..inability or unwillingness to operate within a structure
b…..understand senior levels and the approval process
c…..misunderstanding of how to facilitate change
PERCEPTION
Perception can be reality. Regardless of the programs in place, the effort put
into them or the people involved in them if they are perceived bad then in
some minds they are bad.
Points to show issues around perception in Branches and Legion are as
follows;
a…..lack of information
b…..misinformation
c…..hidden agendas
d…..Branch officer operating outside of structure
e…..historical performance and failures
f…..public misunderstanding
PERSONAL LIMITATIONS
A parody in any organization is that it needs people to operate at all. These
same people may well be the problems or even the causes of negative issues.
Points to show issues around personal limitations are as follows;
a…..recognition of limitations
b…..acceptance
c…..ability
d…..fear
e…..time constraints
f…..other obligations
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g…..age

BRANCH LIMITATIONS
Points to show issues around Branch limitations are as follows;
a…..physical size
b…..membership size
c…..layout or location
d…..volunteer base
e…..handicap accessibility
f…..financial
g…..Branch construction
INTER BRANCH RELATIONSHIPS
Points to show issues around inter Branch relationships are as follows;
a…..scheduling
b…..communication
c…..geography
d…..willingness to participate
e…..jealousy
f…..Branch to Branch transfers
WILLINGNESS TO LEARN AND TAKE PART
Branches as entities and individual members must have a willingness to
learn and take part in any process to achieve any kind of positive results.
ASSOCIATION WITH ZONE AND DISTRICT
ZONE STRUCTURE
It is the opinion of many that there is a poor understanding of the purpose of
Zone level in Legion.
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Points to assist the Branch officer in his or her relationship with Zone are as
follows;
a…..operate within the Zone structure
b…..take part
c…..Branch president is a member of Zone council and is expected to make
a report
ZONE DYNAMICS
Points to assist the Branch officer in his or her relationship with Zone are as
follows;
a…..other Branches in Zone
b…..other Zones
c…..Zone officers; who?
d…..role of Zone in Legion
e…..place in chain of command
f…..Zone seminars
g…..knowledge base
REPORTING TO ZONE
Points to assist the Branch officer in his or her relationship with Zone are as
follows;
a…..committee reports
b…..Branch annual inspection
c…..financial issues
d…..by pass Zone level
e…..Zone sounding board for Branch problems
f…..mediation
g…..invitation to Zone officers
ATTENDING ZONE FUNCTIONS
Branch officers will glean a lot of valuable information as well as a unique
learning experience from attending Zone functions. An important part of the
Zone level is the opportunity to liaise with other Branches in a mutual
learning opportunity.
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Points to assist the Branch officer with his or her relationship with Zone are
as follows;
a…..Zone Council meetings (Branch president)
b…..Zone Conventions
c…..Zone seminars
d…..Zone sports
ADMINISTRATIVE vs FUNCTIONAL
It is important that the Branch officer know the mandate provided to Zone
by Legion.
Points to assist the Branch officer in his or her relationship with Zone are as
follows;
a…..Zone acts on behalf of Branches at higher levels
b…..Zone acts on behalf of District and Provincial commands at Branch
level
c…..Zone has no charter
d…..resolutions may not emanate from Zone
INTERACTION WITH ZONE CHAIRMAN
The obvious opportunity to be a part of a larger part of Legion is represented
by Zone level.
Points to assist the Branch officer with his or her relationship with Zone are
as follows;
a…..timely and concise reports regarding specific Branch activities
b…..two way communication
c…..information distribution
d…..receive assistance for Branch chairman
e…..provide assistance to Zone chairman
f…..training and support
DISTRICT STRUCTURE
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The Branch officer will learn that District level is the immediate contact to
Provincial Command. Districts may encompass several Zones.
The structure and dynamics at District levels are very similar to Zone levels.
Attendance at District functions is also similar with the exception that the
Branch president is not a member of District Council by virtue of his office.
Further the Branch chairman will not make reports to the District chairman.
Rather the Zone chairman will compile Branch reports and make a report to
the District chairman.
Resolutions may not emanate from District.
SUMMATION
With a view to providing support for the Branch officer the TOD committee
has developed this seminar. This training opportunity like all others is a
living document. Changes that are required will be made, however the basic
premise of providing leadership training will remain the same.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the TOD committee for the
commitment they made to this process. As well I wish to thank the Senior
Elected Officers of Ontario Command for allowing the time and resources to
develop this seminar.
Lastly and by no means least I would like to thank Comrades Dave Gordon
and Robin Zettler for their support, encouragement and friendship during
this process.

Brian Abrams
Ontario Command
Training and Organizational Development Chairman
February 4, 2009
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